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The impact of a viscous-plastic bar against a rigid abstacle was considered 
In Cl] . It was assumed that the plaatlc defomtlons of the bar were con- 
fined to the rc 
body. *pPrrte y, f 

Ion OS Impact, with the rest of the bar mov&mg an a rigld 
It was assumed that the bouudary between the plastto and 

the rigid r8gions moved from the point of lspaot tow8rds the f’roe cud. This 
natural a68UJ@iOn has recently arouoed some doubt, ahlefly on the ~otmds 
of the inherent lmpllaation that a bar of lnfMte length would become loaded 
and pla8tlC along ltr entire Ieugth lnmmdlately upon lm@aot 
obstaC18. It wao oonolwtad that upon the Mot of a bar 
the plartlo region sheuld spread %natanta!~ou8Sy over the 
the boundary propagating f’rom the free and. 

It will be shown In this paper that the boundary actually OriglIMLteo at 
the end of impact and that when 2 - - ( 2 Is the length of the 8m), th8 
average velocity of tranultlon of the boundary tends to lnfMty over any 
finite portion of the bar. 

1. We ahall use a Lagrange system of coordinates, moving tC+@h8r with 
the obstacle with velooity u ln au& armythrrt at the initfrl lnrtantthe 
bar la at reot, with the x-a&a direoted 8l 
x-0. We ah&H adopt the notation: I+, x i8 the v81OOlt]r, ? 

me b8r,thQ obotc 818 at 
Q t, X) la f 

the axial stream, t lrr Mm, t Is the length of the bar. We mhU1 UW the 
equations of state in the form 

* 
ax 

= 0 for 1 G / < I 60 I (1.1) 

- 
ax = p (5 -Go) I 6 - 601 a for 161>16ol (1.2) 

We shall assume the following: In the plane xt there exists a curve 
x - x,,t whloh divides the region t >, 0, 
1> x),0 into regions D1 and D @I&~; 
the velocity v(t, x) ln D1 aatlslles (1.2) 
and the equation of knOtIOn 

pa*1 = 6s (1.3) 

together with the boundary condltlOnB (1.4) 

Is 
v (t, 0) = l'o, T(O, 3.:: 0, 2',y (t, Q(L)) = 0 

and the velocity u(t, x) in D, eatleflie 
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(1.1) and the equation of mot:; 
GO --- 

p" dt - r-%0((t) (1.5) 

with the initial COndltlOn ~(0, x) = 0 . 

The function u(t, 3) la oontlnuoue for all Z> 2> 0, t>IO, a part from 

point x I 0 , t - 0 . The unhm functions are a'(t, E), a(*, T 
r,(t) l 

P and 

We shall further stipulate that .u>, O,u,>O,o<O, a,< 0. The assumptions 
of Cl] correepond to 0 - 0 ) x,(O) - 0 . 

2. We shall now prove that r, Equations (1.2) and (1.31, toge- 
ther with the boundary conditions 
fun&Ion D(t. x) which depends 

fully define for region D1 the 

explicitly defined by 
x,,(t) and Is ln a partleular case 

u_ (t) = lint u (t, x) for x + 20 (t) - 0 

similarly, ror re Ion 
dependent upon x (t f 

aa, Equation (1.5) expllaltly defines u(t, x), 
as well as V+ (t) = lim u (t, z) when z -+ z. (t) + 0. m 

virtue of the con?lnuity of u(t, x) over d);o, la r>~ [apart from point 
t-0, X-O), we have 

u- (t) = V+ (t) (2.1) 

which must be eatlsfled b 
(0) > 0 

z'(Oy> 0 
then (2.1 7 

a suitable choice of Jr,(t) . We ahall show that 
Is not satlarled. To do 10, we shall aenume that 

we'eetlauxte the upper llmlt of u_(t) and the lower of u+(t) 
&d prove &at ae t - 0 the upper estimate Is below the lower; that Is, 
u_(t) < u+(t) which oontradlcts (2.1). 

Let ut3 first evaluate u+(t) . From (1.1) and (1.5) we have 
t 

Slnoe zo\(lr thla equation holds t&o for 50 (0)= 1. 
To evaluate u,(t) we shall uee the 0OndltlOn u < 0 ln D ; thin oon- 

dltlon follo#e from o < 0 and (1.2) The quantity a(t xj lr defined 
explicitly by Bquatlone (1.2) through (i.o), and the assu&on that u < 0 
may notalwayr be valid; but the question or solvability of the problem ae 
a whole Is beyond the raope of the present argument. 

Thur we rhall estimate u_(t) on the asaumptlon that x,(O)>0 . If this 
were true, then the lnequallt 
~~;~~~lefy z,(t)> x4> x 

t,> 0 would also hold and x , x and x6 

. We shall prove t 
5 x2>& for to > t 2 0 and would o~herwlae be 

?m t 

;;~;,~;fl) - 0 when t - 
, we have 

24 s v (t, x) dx = 0 (1) t (2.3) 
xt 

0. Taking into aoeount (1.3) as well a1 a e 0, 

t t x. Xl t 

PO c up. x)dx = cc a IG (6 4 - ~~1 
ax ds dir -7 [G (s, x4) - cio] ds - [a (s, x3) - a,] ds < . . . \ s 

xa XI 0 Ii 0 
t xs 1. 

1 
< - \ [G(S, z3)-GO] ds < - - 

cc X3-Q , . 
[G (s, z)- GO] dsdr 

i, SIrI 
here we have made use of 

g 1 [---a (s,4 + a01 (1s = -poV(t,s)< 0 
0 

using (1.2) and H6lder'e lnec4uallty (uhloh here holds also for' Q - o), 
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we obtain 

= [(X3 -4 $$- i [z’(s, ~3) - ZT (s, ~3)] 

1 

ds)‘+ 
= 

r; 
which proves (2.3). Since v&O 

v- (t) B v (b 23) < zp v (t, z) dx =z 0 (1) t 

X1 
that Is u_(t) - O(l)t . In the light of (2.2) this gives u_(t) -z u+(t) 
at sufficiently small values of t 
that ~~((0) >O Is inadmissible. 

which contradicts (2.1) and thus proves 
It Is worth noting that this proof Is lnap- 

pllcable for 1 - - pr Ia, 1 - 0 , 
of (2.2) becomes zero. 

since In such cases the right-hand side 

3. We shall next assume that and introduce the function 
the Inverse of x,(t) , that Is 7 x,'(y)) 4 

7(x) 
I 2. For this function we obtain' 

the estimate 

where H(C) -0 when 5-O. This estimate Indicates, In particular, that 
when 1 _ m the curve x - s,(t) approaches the x-axis. 

In the following we stipulate that x,‘(t) > 0 when t < T and assume 
that t -z T everywhere. For convenience we shall also assume that I_I = 1 
and pO=l. With these assumptions, Equations (1.2) and (1.3) can be trans- 

formed Into the heat conduction equation 

c =o (0 
f, -------- --1 

I 
1 

t0 k/L I 

_----_--_I 
t 

m 

vt := vxx (3.2) 

without affecting the remaining assumptions of 
Section 1. 

90 solve (3.1) we shall construct In he 
5, t plane a rectaMle t,>t>tOtm)/~,O, 3 
wlthln which m> x0 (tl), T> tl> to> O,and out- 
&de which t,, t, and m are arbitrary (Pig. 
2). We shall Introduce Into this rectar@e an 
auxlllary function ul(t, X) which satisfies 
(3.2) within the rectangle and the foll.owlng 
conditions on Its boundary: 

Fig. 2 urn (t, 0) == vo, urn (to, cc) = 0, u,“(t, m) = 0 (3.3) 

F'unOtlon P(t, X) can easily be written ln an explicit form, but we shall 
need to refer to only some of Its properties which can easily be proved to be 

urm<O for x<m, ,~(t,m)~u'j-$r i)zzu,h($$) (3.4) 

where h(5) Is some function Independent of the parameters of the problem; 
it can & shown that E-lh(E,)+O when 5 - 0 . We shall prove that 
v(t,q,(t))>um(t, m). For this purpose we shall Introduce function 

w (t, +a (t, x) - um (to, .r). 

Within the qz; 2 bounded by lines t=Itor t==tl, x=0 and by curve 
x -r,(t) , satisfies (3.2) and the following conditions: 

?u(t, 0) = 0, w (to, 2) = 2’ (to, z), w, (t, 20 (t)) = - 112T7’ (t, 2’0 (t)) (3.5) 

According to.the theorem of maxima, function w has a minimum either at 
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x=0 or on t, = t, , or on r - x (t) virtue of (3.5) func- 
tion cannot have a ~~ on t&e cu&e 
one wo%d have at the point of munimum wxfO. Since 

since in that case 
at x - 0 and 

w>o at t = to, then ;w 20, everywhere within &, and in particular, 
UJ (t, &I (t)) >, 0. Whence we conclude, bearing in mind that ux8i 0 , 

v (t, x0(t)) >, um (t, x0(t)) > um (2, m) = rob (9) 
Since ihis equation holds for any to>O, m>ro (tl), and since h(t) is 

continuous, it follows that (3.6) holds also for to = 0, m = x0 (t& From fi.5) 
w’e have 

’ v (tl, 20 (td) = 

From (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain (writing t for tl, Since t1 can be 
chosen arbitrarily) 

(3.8) 

We shall introduce function y(5) defined by Equation 

fJ (W (4)) = 5 
Function fW1h(c) tends to zero when r: - 0 , and there exists $ > 0 , 

such that when 
(0) - 0 and 

< s function <-lh({) increases monotonously; therefore 

‘i 3.9) 
f) is determinate and monotonous for 5 < B”h(S) . From 

we have 
(3.10) 

It follows from this equation that when 2 - - then T(X) - 0 for any 
fixed value of x ‘ 

It aIso. follows from (3.10) that If 

Zo = ‘4 (t) r/t 

when t-0,then A($)-\- when t-0. 

In conclusion, the author wishes to thank N.V. KvoldnskU for FeVieWing 
this work, 
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